LEGA PRO ANIMALE
SPAY DAY FRIDAY 17th JUNE 2011

124 CATS NEUTERED
77 FEMALE AND 47 MALE

Claudi (left) and
Isabella (right)
control the
declarations of the
care takers who
sign that they are NOT
the owner, but only
feed the cats living
in the streets.
Furthermore they
check if there
are 2 lables fixed
to all the traps and
cages.

CHECK-IN:

PREPARATIONS ......

Rosa (above) controls the cats before they go
into the anaesthesia room. And again a cage
was not secure, a cat escaped and Lorenzo is
cataching it with a net (right). Raffaela (right
above) controls the paperwork and Teresa
(right down) fixes the females on little trays,
shaves them and takes them to surgery room.
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SURGERIES ...

V E T S
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left to right: Dorothea, Emanuele,
Gigi, Giuliano & Valentina. Have
a look at the marvellous coloured
sheets arriving from all over the
world in big parcels naturally
sterilized in the autoclaves ....

AFTER SURGERY ...

Left to right: Eleonora, Renate
and Jamie put the cats back in
their cages with warm blankets.
JoAnn and Antonella take the
cages to the wake-up room.
Left
to right: Maria,
Giovanna and Alison
check on the cats until
they are out of
anaesthesia and call a
vet immediately if
they need to

Iris (left) cleans the
surgical instruments
and Doro prepares
the spay packs for
the autoclave.

Left to right:
Marianna, Giuseppe,
Roberto and Raffaela:
THANK YOU SO MUCH
CHILDREN FOR YOUR
PRECIOUS HELP !!!

And the “spay-team” get spoiled too:
left: Claudi with still warm “cornetti” and
right Mena with again delicious pasta for
the lunch break.

THE DAY AFTER .....

Above, left: Felix checks if
all the cats are still in their
cages before opening the
windows. Right and down:
it is NOT easy to find the
“right” cat “immediately” .....

The international “Spay-Team” and naturally all
the cats thank the Foundation of Deutscher
Tierschutzbund e.V. in Germany for taking over
the expenses for this event.

Left to right, above: Rosa (I), Antonella (I), Allison (UK), Lorenzo (Benin), Gigi (I),
Felix (D), Emanuele (I), Giuliano (I), Iris (D), Maria (UK), Dora (I),
middle: Teresa (I), Eleonora (I), Dorothea (D), Renate (CH), Valentina (I), JoAnn (USA),
down: Raffaela (I)
missing: Isabella, Claudi, Giovanna, Jamie and Mena

THE NEXT “SPAY DAY” IS
15TH JULY 2011
PLEASE HELP BY MAKING A
DONATION SO WE CAN STERILISE
A LARGE NUMBER OF ANIMALS.
THANK YOU!

